
Additional Information Regarding Science Course Offerings: 
 
Applied-level courses (Chemistry & Physics only) 
 Applied courses are designed to focus more on conceptual understanding and use less mathematics 
than traditional Regents-level courses.  Students will generally see more hands-on applications to help them 
see the relevance of these topics to their everyday lives.  These courses will culminate in a project, and 
meet for a single period daily.  Parents and Students should be aware that while only one Regents Exam in a 
Science is required of students to graduate (likely satisfied in 9th grade with Living Environment), some 
college programs do look for more than one ‘Laboratory Science’ in a student’s HS transcript; Applied-level 
courses do not satisfy the college definition of ‘Laboratory Science’. 
 
Regents-level courses (Earth Science, Living Environment, Chemistry and Physics) 
 These courses teach those topics of study (and sometimes slightly beyond) as covered by the Regents 
Examinations in that subject, at a pace and depth commensurate with the Regents Exam.  Students are 
required to take the Regents examination at the end of the course* and must complete a minimum of 1200 
minutes of laboratory investigations.  To help meet these requirements, students will meet for double 
periods on alternating days. 
 
Honors-level (Chemistry only): 
 This course moves at a significantly faster pace and includes 40% more material than a traditional 
Regents-level course in Chemistry.  This course is designed to better prepare students for the SATII exam in 
Chemistry. 
 
Advanced Placement-level courses (AP Biology, AP Psychology, AP Physics 1, AP Chemistry) 
AP-level courses are considered to be college-level courses.  As such, the demands of the course far exceed 
those of a high school course, and should not be entered into lightly.  Students should have a strong interest 
in the subject matter, should be prepared for far more demanding homework assignments and assessments.  
These courses require a level of focus, participation, understanding, reasoning and problem-solving skill 
than any courses taught at the High School level. 
 
Other Electives (Forensics, Science & Society) 
 Designed for upperclassmen, these courses allow students to see specific applications of science.  
Forensics is an introductory course allowing students to see how Forensic Scientists are able to connect the 
dots from a crime scene.  Finger print analysis, blood typing, establishing time of death and more – while 
perhaps not for the squeamish, it allows for some fascinating explorations.  Many colleges do consider 
Forensics to be a ‘Laboratory Science’. Science & Society is a seminar course that allows students to explore 
the social and moral/ethical issues surrounding modern science (for example: Genetic Engineering and 
Cloning, Nuclear Powered versus Coal Powered Power Plants). 
 
Science Research (Introduction to Science Research, Honors Science Research) 
These unique courses are designed to introduce motivated and inquisitive students to the way science is 
conducted in an actual laboratory setting.  Students passionate about Science, who have demonstrated the 
ability to meet deadlines and work independently, will discover the process of answering their own 
questions – how to research, design and conduct an experiment that may take a month or more 
(Introduction to Science Research).  For students who wish to continue, the 3-year Honors Science Research 
program guides students to find a professional scientist who will oversee an authentic, novel research 
experiment.  This is a very demanding program that requires extensive summer work and travel to mentors’ 
labs – only for students willing to commit the time and energy needed to see a problem through to its 
solution. 

 


